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The characteristics of the neoclassical theory 
lie in the inclusion of the effects of the global 
magnetic field geometry due to the long mean 
free path of the hot particles. Since the neo-
classical transport coefficients contain the pa-
rameters relating to both the collision ali ty and 
the magnetic geometry, it is less trivial than in 
the case of the classical transport to show the 
validity of the Onsager sym1netry for the neo-
classical transport. In the cases of axisymmet-
ric systems, the analytical expressions of the 
full neoclassical transport coefficients for all 
collisionality regimes have been obtained, and 
it is well-known that the Onsager syininetry 
holds for the axisymmetric neoclassical trans-
port matrix. The neoclassical transport equa-
tions for nonaxisy1nmetric systen1s are more 
complicated due to the geometrical con1plexi-
ties, and they involve the nonambipolar parts. 
We have shown that the Onsager symmetry 
is robustly valid for the neoclassical transport 
equations even for the cases of nonaxisymmet-
ric toroidal plasmas consisting of electrons and 
multi-species ions with arbitrary collision fre-
quencies [ 1]. 
Concerning the Onsager relation, it is im-
portant to discuss the entropy production re-
sulting from the transport processes since the 
Onsa.ger relation, if it holds, is satisfied only by 
the transport matrix connecting the conjugate 
pairs of transport fluxes and thermodyanamic 
forces, which should be specified through the 
entropy production. The kinetic forn1 of the 
entropy production rate (J a due to the neoclas-
sical transport is defined by 
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where C/: denotes the linearized collision op-
erator, a the particle species, fao the lo-
cal equilibrium (Maxwellian) distribution func-
tion, and J al the gyrophase-averaged first-
order distribution function with respect to the 
drift ordering parameter 8 PTa/ L (PTa: the 
thermal gyroradius, L: the equilibrium gra-
dient scale length). Taking the species sum-
mation and the flux surface average of the ki-
netic form of the entropy production, we obtain 
the thermodynamic form of the neoclassical en-
tropy production rate as 
LTa(ua) = L (1;~1 Xal + J;~1 Xa2) + JEXE. 
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Here the thermodynamic forces Xal and Xa2 
are defined from the radial gradients of the 
pressure Pa, the electrostatic potential <I>, and 
the temperature Ta as 
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and the conjugate neoclassical particle and 
heat fluxes consist of the Pfirsch-Schliiter (PS), 
the banana-plateau (bp), and nonaxisymlnet-
ric ( na) parts as 
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J E and X E are defined from the total parallel 
current J11 and the parallel electric field Ell as 
Using the self-adjointness of the linearized 
collision operator and the formal solution of 
the linearized drift kinetic equation, it is 
proved that the fluxes ( 1:~1 , 1;~1 , J E) are re-
lated to the conjugate forces (Xal, Xa2, XE) by 
the Onsa.ger symmetric matrix. We have also 
derived the full neoclassical transport coeffi-
cients in the · nonaxisymmetric system for col-
lision frequencies in the Pfirsch-Schliiter and 
plateau regimes, from which the Onsager syn1-
metry of the full neoclassical transport matrix 
is directly confirmed [1 ]. 
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